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Abstract—The implementation of a virtual environment is
challenging when the area to be covered is of large scale with ex-
isting objects such as historical buildings, castles, city neighbors,
traditional villages etc. The desire for high fidelity is compromised
by the computer machine limitations thus imposing a certain
trade-off between fidelity and performance being thoroughly
investigated in this work. In particular, although fidelity has to be
reduced to achieve better performance, there are certain limits
as its reduction is totally perceived and negatively judged by the
users in case of close observation. Furthermore, immersion of a
user is one of the essential elements for efficiently experiencing
the cultural aspects of the implemented virtual environment. In
this paper, the various phases (requirements, design and imple-
mentation) for constructing a large scale virtual environment that
highlights cultural heritage aspects are presented and the results
are being evaluated by user tests. To enable the expansion of the
virtual environment over an extended area, the integration of
GIS mechanisms is also proposed to guide users and enhance
their experience. Segmentation of the virtual environment is
also proposed to make development manageable and improve
performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Three dimensional (3D) virtual environments, also called
3D virtual worlds, increasingly become a suitable solution
for modern applications in the area of visual representation.
Having many characteristics such as intuitiveness, easy of
use, interactivity and immediacy, virtual environments are also
applicable in promotion and preservation of cultural heritage
as deduced by the numerous examples, e.g., [1], [2], [3].

A virtual environment is proposed here for promotion and
preservation of the cultural heritage, focusing on architectural
heritage of the Ionian Islands (Greece). The Ionian Islands
is an island complex located at the boundaries between the
Adriatic and Ionian Sea, at north-west of Greece. It consists of
numerous islands, inhabited since the ancient ages and hosting,
through the centuries, numerous civilizations due to conse-
quent conquests (Greeks, Romans, Venetians, French, British).
The osmosis with these civilizations has left a unique footprint
on these islands seen today in the culture of everyday life
and most characteristically on the architectural monuments.
Under this light, the proposed virtual environment aims at
representing the large scale anthropogenic environment of the
Ionian Islands, i.e., cities, towns and villages, including the
exterior and the interior of a number of selected architectural

objects.
Such large scale environments impose certain problems

with respect to computational power and memory requirements
by the computer machines that need both to support and dis-
play them. These problems are inflated by the fact that virtual
environment’s elements, used to represent cultural heritage ob-
jects have to resemble the real ones and represent them in real
time, high fidelity and realism, demanding increased computer
performance and virtual environment’s responsiveness. The
term fidelity refers to the degree of resemblance between the
virtual environment’s and the real world’s objects, performance
refers to the workload that a computer machine carries out in a
defined time period and responsiveness express the particular
time needed for the computer machine to respond to users’
actions. The virtual environment under consideration takes
into account the described challenging problems and provides
cultural heritage promotion, preservation and even virtual
restoration by providing users an alternative way to explore
and observe cultural heritage objects and access supplementary
information resources.

In this paper, the focus is on the development of a large
scale virtual environment suitable for efficient and realistic
digitized cultural heritage representation. Its main characteris-
tics are the following: (i) it is efficient as it maintains critical
functionality factors as performance and responsiveness; (ii)
selected cultural heritage objects are realistically, in high qual-
ity and fidelity represented by elements of a virtual environ-
ment; (iii) it uses immersion (the feeling of being and acting in
a virtual environment) [4] to provide users comprehensive and
holistic view of the represented cultural heritage objects; (iv) it
supports coverage of large areas and of many points of interest
using Geographical Information System (GIS) to provide maps
of the covered area, (v) large scale functionality constraints are
overridden by using segmentation of the covered area; and (vi)
usability is enhanced by use of well-known Human Computer
Interaction (HCI) metaphors [5].

The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, a frame-
work regarding to development and functionality issues set
by the large scale is presented. Second, a novel experiment
is conducted to evaluate the virtual elements’ fidelity along
with the system performance providing a useful dataset and
valuable results.



The proposed virtual environment is accessible through the
web overriding any distance restraints and therefore, allowing
for international promotion while further uses are also possi-
ble, e.g., becoming an educative platform [6] since places or
objects of special interest carry memories about other places,
persons, objects or even events of the past and this information
can be made available to interested communities. The points of
interest are categorized to enable advanced search and spotted
on the map with a marker. Appropriate software components
and user interfaces provide useful information in text or
multimedia and a link targeting to the 3D virtual representation
of the selected location.

In Section II, related past work is presented and Section III
describes the main objectives of the presented virtual envi-
ronment as well as the challenges set by the aforementioned
objectives. In Section IV, a short description of the followed
development process is provided. The virtual environment’s
and the supporting system’s architecture is given in Section V.
Section VI is dedicated to one of the objectives-challenges and
describes the fidelity-performance and responsiveness issues
of the virtual environment as well as the evaluation tests and
results. Section VII both summarizes this work and draws the
lines for future ones.

II. RELATED WORK

There are numerous works or projects aiming at virtual
cultural heritage. However to the best of the authors’ knowl-
edge, it is the first time that a virtual environment is designed
to include an island complex of such extent. The most well-
known application corresponds to the development of virtual
museums [7]. Museums and artefacts have certain constraints
such as the required space, travelling distance between a
potential visitor, passive artefacts etc. [7]. In [8], [9] the
authors propose the use of game engines in the creation of
virtual museums. Game engines offer the functionality needed
for a virtual environment avoiding its time-cost development
from scratch.

In [10], [11] a web-application has been developed to
represent the Basilica of Saint Silvestro at the Catacombs
of Priscilla. In this work Unity3D [12] game engine is used
to enable the virtual environment. In [13] Autodesks Image-
Modeller [14] software has been used to design the interior
of the museum and a desktop 3D laser scanner to scan the
artefacts and create accurate 3D models of these. Thereafter,
the 3D models are imported in Unity3D to construct the virtual
museum. Although not related to virtual reality in [15] a novel
system is proposed, combining multimedia with traditional
GIS to improve the provided services for recommendations
of spatial located places (Geosites) and having a feature of
special interest as it is able to personalize its interaction to
each individual user.

III. A VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT FOR EFFICIENT
CULTURAL HERITAGE REPRESENTATION

The development of the particular virtual environment is
challenging due to the fact that (i) it has to accurately and

realistically represent the selected cultural heritage objects
preserving and promoting their uniqueness; (ii) it covers a
large area; (iii) it has to be immersive enough for providing
users an interactive experience of the represented cultural
heritage objects; (iv) at the same time to be efficient and
(v) overall enhance system’s usability. An example of realistic
representation of large scale objects is seen in Fig. 1

Fig. 1. The proposed virtual environment enhances the realistic representation
of large scale objects (view of Spianada square and Ionian Academy in Corfu
town).

Realistic Representation and Uniqueness of the Repre-
sented Cultural Heritage Objects: It is important to preserve
the uniqueness of the represented region of the Ionian Islands,
to enhance the user’s experience and be close to reality. As a
result, places and specific objects related to the uniqueness of
the region are specially treated. In particular, these specific
objects are identified, creating a collection for reusability
purposes, taking care not to introduce any negative impact
on uniqueness. To improve realistic representation 3D models
have to look like as if there are made of the same material
as the real ones. Suitable textures are extracted from photos
taken on site and used as materials that cover the 3D models.
Additional to textures appropriate illumination and shadows
are applied to improve photorealism.

Large Scale: Virtual environments, especially of large
scale, are quite demanding about computer resources, mainly
computational power, memory – Random Access Memory
(RAM) – and network bandwidth. Virtual environment’s seg-
mentation as well as balancing the represented objects’ fi-
delity with the performance are proposed as a solution to
the increased demand on computer resources. Segmentation
has the advantage of reducing the downloading time of the
virtual environment’s data, abridging the user’s device memory
occupation and accelerating the representation of the 3D
models. Development issues set by the, due to the scale, in-
creased workload, are resolved through a well defined process
described on Section IV which includes segmentation and
iterative development of the described virtual environment. An
additional issue is users’ guidance in the virtual environment
(e.g., not get lost, avoid unwanted and purposeless roaming),
use of map in combination with segmentation is proposed as



a solution as users can be immediately directed to selected
points of interest.

Immersion: The user through immersion (the sense of
presence or simply presence) acts as in a real environment
(e.g, thoughts and feelings are able to distract him/her from
reality). To enhance immersion, in this paper authors propose
high fidelity along with photo-realistic representation of the
selected points and objects of interest to enhance the vision
experience that is the main sense of perceiving the world.
Additional to vision, usage of appropriate sounds is considered
as an important factor of users’ immersion.

Efficiency issues: Fidelity, Performance and Respon-
siveness: The way 3D graphics are eventually represented
is called 3D rendering. 3D rendering is performed on users’
computer machines (client-side) and is time, Central Process-
ing Unit (CPU) and memory consuming, especially as the
number of 3D models and their complexity increases. Despite
the advancement in today’s CPUs, Graphic Processing Units
(GPUs) and 3D rendering algorithms, there are still many
constraints. In order to create a lightweight virtual environment
of acceptable quality, there is a trade-off between fidelity and
performance. Fidelity is related to the resemblance between
the real object and its virtual clone, while performance is
related to the particular time that a computer machine needs
to represent the virtual object. Fidelity is measured by the
number of vertices, edges or faces that a model consists of
and as these values increase, fidelity is improved. In this
paper, the number of faces is used as measurement units
for fidelity. Performance is measured in frames per second
(fps) and describes how many times per second a particular
computer machine terminates a 3D rendering function for a
scene in a virtual environment. Obviously, large values of the
number of frames per second are preferred. Even though, both
performance and fidelity should be high enough to satisfy the
virtual environment’s users, there are certain limits such as
the amount of data to be processed and the time needed to do
so, set by the finite computational power. The challenge is to
balance both fidelity and performance, given that the higher
the fidelity, the more reduced the performance. Performance
also affects responsiveness, i.e., the particular time needed for
the computer machine to respond to users’ actions. A set of
tests have taken place in order to estimate the acceptable levels
of fidelity, performance and responsiveness as described in
Section VI.

Usability: The virtual environment under consideration
has to be usable not only for computer-literate users but also
for less experienced. A brief analysis of user requirements
is carried on resulting that: (i) users should be provided
with instructions (guidance in the virtual environment), (ii)
relative information on available choices (points of interest or
elements) has to be easily accessible and recommended by the
system, and (iii) the above should be based on well known HCI
metaphors. According to these conclusions authors propose
the use of a World Wide Web front-end providing easy to
use views of the front-end suitable for viewing information. In
these views of the front-end, maps are incorporated to provide

users intuitive interfaces with a consistent view of the points of
interest accompanied by information material while markers
are used as an HCI metaphor to spot the points of interest.

IV. DEVELOPMENT PROCESS SPECIFICALLY AIMING AT
CULTURAL HERITAGE OBJECTS

The development process followed by the development
team and presented here is composed of a number of differ-
ent phases producing well defined intermediate outputs that
comply with the requirements (i.e. large scale, efficiency,
realistic representation, immersive experience and usability)
set by the key characteristics of the virtual environment under
consideration and its aim is to improve both the quantity and
quality of the produced result to be suitable for cultural her-
itage representation applications. Fig. 2 depicts the followed
development process.

Preliminary phase: Initially, the cultural heritage ob-
jects to be included must be recognized and studied. In this
phase research about the selected objects is carried out in
order to acquire useful information and material, e.g. maps,
architectural drawings, historical information, etc.

Site mapping and object recording: Each real point of
interest is physically visited and adequately mapped in this
phase. Every important object on site is recorded, as well as
its dimensions and position using technologies such as Global
Positioning System (GPS) and GIS. During this phase, maps
and architectural drawings are sketched on the spot if they are
not acquired in the preliminary phase. Additional to maps and
drawings, photos and videos are necessary material in next
phases of development. In this paper, maps, drawings, photos
and videos are also called raw material.

Raw material editing: In this phase raw material
acquired by previous phases is edited in order to be usable in
the virtual environment’s development process and it includes
digitization and editing of hard copy maps and drawings as
well as editing of photos acquired in site mapping phase. Any
photos taken are used for textures’ extraction for the mate-
rials of the 3D models in order to realistically represent the
virtual environment’s elements. In order to obtain appropriate
textures, photo editing (e.g., correcting perspective distortions
and brightness/contrast tuning) is necessary.

Architectural drawing: Architectural drawings are
used as the basis of the virtual version of the real point of
interest. They involve buildings’ and landscape architecture as
the architectural objects are inextricably connected with their
surroundings. During this phase 2D architectural drawings
that will guide the 3D modelling phase of the architectural
elements are created/edited using e.g., the Autodesk AutoCAD
(Version 2014, 2014) software [14]. Focusing on specific
architectural details confers the sense of uniqueness of the
objects of interest. Eventually, all details recorded during the
site mapping phase are taken into consideration in this phase
while their visual construction is completed in the next phase.

3D Modeling: All 3D models used in the described
virtual environment are created by the development team using
two different methods depending on the case, (i) manual



editing of 2D architectural drawings for architectural objects
and the broader anthropogenic environment; and (ii) automatic
image based for smaller objects of complicated geometry, i.e.
sculptures, small size monuments and artefacts. The software
used for this purpose is Autodesk 3ds Max (Version 2014,
2014) [14] for the manual 3D modeling and 123D Catch [16]
for the automatic image based 3D modeling. Once the 3D
models are designed they are overlayed by the material made
of, using the corresponding photo-extracted textures to look
like the real objects.

Constructing the virtual environment’s points of inter-
est: A virtual environment is not a static view of objects but
it gives users the ability to move in it and interact with the
designed scene as in reality. To create the virtual environment
a game engine is used, i.e., Unity3D [12] (Version 4.3, 2014)
software. The effort for realistic representation is carried on
and during this phase (the virtual environment’s settings affect
the appearance of it’s elements) and the resulted representation
is improved by applying illumination and shadow models.

Unifying the virtual points of interest: One of the
challenges of the considered virtual environment is its size as
it spans over ten islands covering an area of about 2307km2

and having many points of interest. A special designed map
based on a public available GIS (Google maps [17]) is used to
represent the whole area covered by the virtual environment
and markers on it to spot points of interest.

Fig. 2. The development process.

V. SYSTEM’S ARCHITECTURE

The proposed system’s architecture is based on client-
server architecture, as shown in Fig. 3, and aims to efficient
functionality of the virtual environment taking into consid-
eration the large scale factor, the support of high fidelity
and realistic representation and it complies with extensibility
requirements. It is also developed to provide users with
worldwide access to the virtual environment and any other
related information material and to support multiple platforms
using user-friendly interfaces. In the proposed architecture
each service is installed on a separate, dedicated to it, computer
machine for increased performance. Nevertheless the whole
system, including the client, could be installed on a single

computer machine reducing the cost but sacrificing the per-
formance.

Fig. 3. Architecture of the considered virtual environment.

With the term client the computer machine, or any other
device capable of processing data, used by users in order to
access the virtual environment is meant. Web server handles
the requests send by clients and serves views of the front-end
depending on the parameters (e.g., points of interest, categories
of points of interest, etc.) of the request. Use of the publicly
available GIS simplifies the system’s architecture, reduces the
cost and may minimize malfunction incidents. The database
server is required as the system makes use of different types of
information that have to be permanently stored and instantly
served to users. An increased computational power computer
machine is used as virtual environment server. The use of a
computer server, with sufficient processing power and mem-
ory, having high bandwidth network connection, dedicated to
this purpose is set by the efficiency requirements as virtual
environment elements have to be delivered to computer clients
with as short as possible delays. The proposed architecture so
far deals with the one user case. The multiple user case, left
for future work, imposes numerous challenges [19], [20].

VI. EVALUATING FIDELITY, PERFORMANCE AND
RESPONSIVENESS

Fidelity, performance and responsiveness are addressed
here by conducting a set of experiments including users’
evaluation. Computer-literate users have to accomplish an
objective while moving, by controlling an avatar, among
objects of diverse fidelity, as seen in Fig. 4. Diverse fidelity is
employed to create realistic conditions that will cause changes
on performance that will be recorded and studied later in
combination with the users’ evaluation.

A. Description of the experiment

In the conducted experiment eleven scenarios are tested
parameterized according to the represented 3D models’ fi-
delity. Users have to accomplish a certain objective in order
to record performance and responsiveness against fidelity for
each case. Reduced performance tends to put a negative effect
on responsiveness, making motion and controlling a user’s
avatar difficult. Performance of the virtual environment in
fps and all users’ actions (i.e., avatar’s movements required
to accomplish the objective of each case) are recorded. It
is observed that the less responsive the virtual environment,



the more the user’s actions required. Finally, a questionnaire
is filled in by the users to evaluate both fidelity and the
corresponding responsiveness.

Before the experiment, all users have time to familiarize
with the virtual environment and the objective. The experiment
is conducted with five users given that five users is a generally
acceptable number of testers [21]. There are eleven scenarios
that each user has to test, their sequence being randomly
selected for every user to avoid overtraining effects and
fatigue that could affect the results. Tests are running on a
common computer having the Intel i5-3230M CPU @ 2.6
GHz, 4.00 GB RAM installed, 2GB graphics memory and
64-bit operating system.

Fig. 4. The particular sculpture’s model used as a reference model in the
experiments as seen in 100%, 50% and 1% fidelity.

B. Measurements

In the conducted experiments the particular fidelity of
the represented objects, the virtual environment’s performance
and the users’ actions are recorded, while users evaluate
both fidelity and responsiveness. All these parameters are
normalized into percentages for comparison reasons. Initially,
fidelity is measured by the number of faces consisting the
3D models. The more precise model has 511080 faces and
it is acquired by an automatic image-based modeling process
provided by Autodesk 123D Catch software [16]. This model
is the prototype and is referred to as the 100% fidelity model.
Fidelity is then reduced (e.g., using ProOptimizer modifier in
3D S Max [22]), thus creating experimentation scenarios of
90%, 80%, 70%, 60%, 50%, 40%, 30%, 20%, 10% and 1%
fidelity. Performance is initially measured in fps, the maximum
recorded value is used to represent the 100% performance and
the mean value for every case is presented. For every user,
the scenario case that requires the largest number of actions
is selected as the reference one corresponding to 100% of
the particular user’s actions. After the accomplishment of a
category’s objective, users evaluate the fidelity of the objects
seen and the responsiveness within a grade ranging from 0 to
100.

C. Results

The rise of performance as fidelity is reduced is observed
in the results presented in Fig. 5. The average performance

recorded in 100% fidelity category is 14.06% with 28.65 fps
on average. The maximum performance, 45.83% and 60.87
average fps, is recorded in the case of fidelity 1%.

Fig. 5. Comparison of fidelity vs. performance.

When performance is increased the number of a user’s
actions required to accomplish the task is reduced, as seen in
Fig. 6. The average number of actions needed in 100% fidelity
is 75, while in 1% fidelity it is 49. Note that the reduction of
user’s actions improves user experience.

Fig. 6. Comparison of performance vs. number of users’ actions.

Variations on fidelity are perceived by the users as shown
in Fig. 7. There is an absolute correlation (1.0 under the
Pearson Product Moment Correlation[23] test) between the
existing fidelity and the evaluated one. Note that fidelity
reduction in geometrical complex objects as the sculpture
of the tests below 50% is unacceptable by the users for
close observation cases. Beside that, it is observed that in
distant observation scenarios 30% fidelity offers satisfying user
experience as the details are not seen due to distance, and the
average performance is kept in relatively high level, 32.92%,
while the average maximum performance recorded in the case
of 1% fidelity is 45.83%.

Fig. 8 depicts a comparison among performance and
responsiveness as perceived by users. Responsiveness is im-
proved as performance is increased. The less responsive cat-
egory, according to users’ evaluation, corresponds the case
for 100% fidelity and 44% evaluated responsiveness and the
most responsive category for 1% fidelity and 94% evaluated
responsiveness.



Fig. 7. Comparison of fidelity vs. users’ evaluation.

Fig. 8. Comparison of performance vs. responsiveness evaluation.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper, a virtual environment architecture and
methodology is proposed for the development and functional-
ity of large scale virtual environments serving as a media for
promoting cultural heritage. The corresponding requirements
have been considered throughout the proposed phases. To en-
able the expansion of the virtual environment over an extended
area, authors propose the integration of GIS mechanisms to
guide users while offering them extra information through a
user friendly GUI that consistently connects the virtual places.
Segmentation of the virtual environment proposed here en-
ables the aforementioned expansion as it makes development
manageable and improves the execution by users’ devices.
Special attention is given on fidelity of the artefacts and the
related aspects of performance and responsiveness. A set of
outcomes has been extracted from the conducted tests showing
that although fidelity has to be reduced to achieve better
performance and responsiveness, there are strict limits as the
reduced fidelity is totally perceived and negatively judged by
the users in case of close observation. In future work, tests
will be expanded for more users and more cases of close and
distant observation for various different categories of artefacts
having different requirements on fidelity.
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